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Good day to all of our Customers and Partners,
In this number we will present what Rabotti S.r.l. can offer to its Customers concerning backflow connection of common rail injectors on its equipments.
First of all, referring to the “mechanical ”kind of the injectors present on the market, it’s possible to identify 3 macro
blocks : Bosch /Siemens (VDO), Denso and Delphi.

Backflow in the injectors determines gasoline’ s recovery that the injector doesn’t pulverize and that has to be put in
recirculation for the next feeding phases. This recovery system is present both in the “ magnetic “ and “piezoelectric”
injectors ,with determined values that underlines the whole good or not good condition of the injector itself. Backflow’s mistaken values can indicate a non- optimal operation of the injector which, in case of elevated back flow rate,
could have too high leakage due to wear or , in case of backflow rate too much low , could present a non- perfect
opening of the valve with consequent decrease of the injected rates. In the end, a partial or a total obstruction of the
backflow line can determinate a serious damage of the injector’s superior zone if the accumulated fuel could not be
sufficiently evacuated.
Rabotti S.r.l. is able to offer different application solutions, easily usable through the appropriate adapters present in
the standard equipment of its benches (intermediate connection d.6 OLERAC00303).
As for the Bosch / Siemens (VDO) family, you can use:
Picture 1
MECSEM00146 ( Picture 1), shaped for all those
Bosch and Siemens (VDO) injectors that have the
connection anchoring staple in the original system;
MECSEM00152 (Es. CRI2-18) ( Picture 2), suitable for
Bosch injectors that do not have the anchoring staple
Picture 2

fitting: the system uses a thrust washer which arms a viton
OR which ensures an axial seal at the inlet of the backflow
on the injector, while the shape of the pickup nozzle sampling adapts to the internal mechanics of the exhaust pipe;
MECSEM00153 ( Picture 3), designed for Bosch

Picture 3
injectors mainly present in the Asian market
and for some DENSO injectors, where the
Picture 4
coupling to the
injector body is
represented by
a metric threaded pin;

OLERAC00462 ( Picture 4), specific element to connect Bosch piezo injectors’s
backflows
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The Denso program in turn provides for different solutions, such as:
MECSEM00153 ( Picture 3), previously described for Bosch applications,
Picture 5
OLERAC00170 ( Picture 5), eyelet
fitting with metric pitch with copper washers to guarantee the seals

Picture 6
OLERAC00410 ( Pictures 6 and 7), suitable for DENSO injectors with attack
similar to BOSCH without anchoring clip. Of this model there are 2 types for
the evolution of supplies, but both applicable one in place of the other: the
first with wheel anchor
Picture 7
(Picture 6), which will be over
time completely replaced by
the clips’ solution (Picture 7) ,
more ergonomic and of reduced overall dimensions.
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At last proposals for Delphi group:
OLENYL00016-1 (Picture 8), segment in special
polymer tube suitable for Delphi injectors with
spout recirculation of d.4 mm

Picure 8

Picture 9
OLERAC00249 (Picture 9), backflow plug-in
with collar fixing on the injector body, mainly
suitable for C2i

Picture 10

OLERAC00407 (Picture 10), backflow plug-in with
Integrated clip fixing mainly suitable for C3i.

In the next release we will present the accessories tools to be connected to some types of backflow to ensure the correct operation of the injector in test, equipments that guarantee a pressure value on the backflow necessary for the
activation of the delivery phase. This equipments concern specifically Bosch, Siemens (VDO) and Denso injectors.

